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1. Color the fc'.,r body planes in quiet, pastel colors.
2. Color the anatomical directions (arrows) in bright or dark colors for
emphasis.
3. Thebody itself is not to be colored.

A precise set of terms and planes have evolved to describe positions,
relationships, and directions within the human'body. To avoid confu
sion, they must always be related to the standard anatomical position:
standing erect,: palms of the hands forward.

Planes are fixe,; lines of reference along which the body is often divided
(sectioned) to f3cilitate the viewing of structure. By studying a region
from sagittal, t:ansverse, and frontal planes of reference, a 3-dimen·
sional perspective can be obtained.

Terms of position and direction describe the position of one organ rela
tive to another, usually along one of the three major body planes.
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The midline pla"e dividing the body into left/right halves.
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The plane divid:qg the body into unequal left and right parts and parallel
to the median pane. The terms medial and lateral relate to this plane.
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The plane dividmg the body into equal/unequal front and back parts. The
terms anteriorlposterior relate to this Diane.
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The horizontal plane divides the body into upper (cranial) and lower
(caudal) parts. Cross/transverse sections are perpendicular to the long
axis of the body or other structure and may not be horizontal.
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These terms r(;:3r to a structure being closer to the head or higher than
another structwe in the body.
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Tllese terms refer to a structure being closer to the feet or lower than
anolher structu:e in the body.
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These terms reon to a structure being more in front than another struc
ture in the body.
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These terms rel.~r to a structure being more in back than another struc
ture in the body
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This term refers to a structure being closer to the median plane than
another structure in the body.
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This term refers to a structure being further away from the median plane
than another structure in the body.
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Employed with reference to the limbs only, this term refers to a struc
ture being closer to the median plane or root of the limb than another
structure in tile :imb. Such a structure would ordinarily be superior to
the other.
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Employed wifh reference fa the limbs only, this term refers to a struc
lure being furth,,;r away from the median plane or root of the limb than
another structu'o in that limb. Such a structure would ordinarily be in
ierior to the other.


